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Wedding planning is a way to make all wedding ceremonies and festive perfect. People generally
hire wedding planner and pat the fee to get the services and get things done on time. Indian
wedding planners and wedding planning in India is getting popular day by day.

There are so many things we must keep in mind and there are so many things which must be kept
away from all the wedding ceremonies. Here are some of the facts and things to avoid during a
wedding.

1. Venue of the wedding and reception: It is important to keep the travel as less as possible during
the wedding. However, so many time people arrange different location for wedding ceremony and
reception which can lead to problem for bride and groom and also for the guests.

2. At time, brides also buy a wedding dress which is a small size than the actual size to look
slimmer. However this is a wrong decision and bride must buy the wedding dress which is exact to
the body size as a tight dress can lead to uncomfrtness and the ceremonies are sometime very time-
consuming.

3. The one more thing which is not required is stress. Stress leads to ill-management and so many
other problems. Bride and grooms and also the family members must be relaxed and that is the
reason why we have started taking help from a professional wedding planners.

4. The most common error which most of the families and couples make is that they try to take
control of everything. They want to be a part of all the preparation related to wedding, which is
impossible. If you have hired a wedding planner then you do not need to be that busy and all you
need is to keep taking continues report of the progress from our wedding consultant.

5. For most Western wedding, there is myth that a bride has to wear white. It is completely a myth,
there is no rule that a bride has to wear only white wedding gown.

6. Brides also get attracted to brand new high heel shoes in wedding. However a bride has to more
comfortable in wedding. High heels can cause some mishap and it is always good to wear
comfortable.

7. Most brides also go for dieting to lose eight before wedding and some also do not eat on the
wedding day. This is a big no as the day is long and you need energy also, so a moderate amount
of eating is required.

8. You would also not need a heavy and to flashy wedding dress as it may also lead to
uncomfortness. It has been reported so many times when a bride was fainted during the wedding
ceremony.

9. One more important thing to notice or to ignore is to make too many dishes and food items. It
may confuse the guests and they might end up not enjoying any particular food. Make the wedding
menu classic if possible.

10. Last but not the least; nobody needs to be felt ignored. Make all the possible way to make
everyone happy with delicious food and vibrant decoration and take wedding planners help to do
that.
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